Sensational Spa Party
The scene is set for a spa sensation…pamper your princess and her pals!
fun@partypax.net

(Scroll down the pages to see details and pricing for the pack and matching table settings)
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Sensational Spa Party
Dress Up, Decorations, Table Settings and More!
fun@partypax.net

Dress Up Pack: $75 – decorated wardrobe rack with a dozen luxurious white spa robes with pink,
purple and white spa-style head wraps. Also includes three white lab jackets as hostess “spa
uniforms” for the grown-up helpers. We have additional dress-up sets (robes & head wraps)
available – each additional set over the included dozen rents for $4 each.
Facial Station: $15 - a dozen individual vanity mirrors, bowls for mixing facials in & washcloths for
removing your facials. Also includes kids facial recipes for you to make your own gentle facial
masks (grocery ingredients not included)…get those cameras clicking! Additional Facial sets
available for $1 each

Relaxation Station: $15 - sink into the spa scene as you relax with cucumbers on your eyes or let
your facials set. Includes two pink & two lavender faux fur cozy plush blankets with four matching
pillows. Hang our pink and lavender net canopies overhead and turn up our spa-inspired music CD
to complete the party oasis.
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Spa Table Settings
fun@partypax.net

(We have many color combinations and choices available. Any of our
table settings can go with your spa party so use your imagination)

Spa Table Settings:
All table settings include child-height tables, folding child-size chairs, satin chair covers with tulle bows and
crystal-center flower, linen table cloth for bottom layer, satin table cloth for top layer, coordinating organza table
runner, themed place card holders, themed place cards with wipe-off marker for writing names, themed napkin
rings, linen napkins, themed centerpiece and faux floral side centerpieces.
Seating for 6: $60, for 8: $65, for 10: $70, for 12: $75, for 14: $80, for 16: $85
Parties of more than 16 will require 2 tables.
Table Canopies $40
Complete your look with
an adorable canopy. Our
canopies are best suited
for indoors or windprotected back yards.
One canopy
accommodates a table
for up to 12, you will
require a second canopy
and setting for parties
larger than 12. They
have a low profile and
are perfect over our table
settings but not for
walking under.

Add a throne chair
for your special
birthday girl: $12
Plays a royal tune
when sat on. Kids
love it!

Make it a spa tea party with our beautiful real china settings!
$5 per place setting: Includes 7” china plate, tea cup & saucer, with a gold
spoon & fork. Also includes one white tea pot, cream/ sugar set per 6 place
settings.
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Spa Table Setting Examples
fun@partypax.net
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